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To integrate the phototransistor into the receiver circuit for optical communication, not only
the compatible process is pre-requisite [I], but also the device model is required for circuit
simulation. The designed nkT base current (depletion region recombination current at B-E
junction) can increase the bandwidth of the phototransistor and provide a possible bias margin for
avalanche gain. Therefore, a modified Mextram model is proposed for the HPT simulation.
The cross section of the modeled SilSiGe HPT is shown in Fig. I,and the HPT is essentially
a 4 terminal device, including E, B, C, and substrate contact (S). The MQW device has multiple
quantum wells between the base and collector, and the regular device has not. The wavelength of
the photo-excitation is 8501"
The substrate contact can drain the photo-generated holes when
the light input is off,and has an important effect on HPT speed. The Mextram-based HPT model
(Fig. 2) includes (I)voltage controlled current sources IPh(VcB)and Isub(V~c)to model the
photocurrent at B-C and C-S junctions; (2) a light input subcircuit (RI, C l ) models the initial
time constant of impulse response by considering the current path of photo-generated holes to
and r c.B for
substrate and/or emitter with a partition ratio of r and discharge times r
substrate path and emitter path, respectively, and (3) LkT
and C2 are used to model the time
constant at the tail of impulse response by considering the nkT recombination of photo-generated
holes (Fig. 3). Note that the DC hole back injection current is modeled by intrinsic Mextram
model. The impulse response with an open substrate has a very large time constant (-1.3ns), and
can be modeled by letting r=O in Fig. 2 (inset of Fig. 3). The Gummel plots of both the MQW and
regular devices can be easily modeled by the intrinsic Mextram model (Fig. 4). The breakdown
voltage BVcE dependence on the nkT base current is modeled in Fig. 5 . The lower current gain
(,9 ) yields a higher BVao to meet the breakdown criteria, p (M-I)=I, where M, the
multiplication factor, increases as VCBincreases. The common emitter characteristics in a log IC
scale have to be modeled by our modified Mextram model (Fig. 6) with &-limited avalanche
photocurrent and Vcs controlled photocurrent Iph.
Note that the regular device has a strong nkT
current to increase the speed and have an avalanche gain region. Since the both depletion region
width and impact ionization rate increase as VcB (reverse bias) increases, the photocurrent is a
function of VCe, and can be modeled by a simple linear approximation and an empirical equation
(Fig. 7). This Vcs controlled photocurrent also leads a smaller Early voltage as compared to the
constant la input at the similar IC (Fig. 8). Similar Early voltage reduction is also observed in the
regular device (Fig. 9) with shorted E and S. But the substrate contact shorted with the emitter
to conduct, and the IC has an extra component I,,b under light
contact enables the photocurrent llvb
exposure (Fig. 9). To confirm this, the regular device under inverse active region (negative VCE)
has different polarity of IC for dark and light exposure condition (Fig. IO). The IC-VCEsimulation
curves for regular devices (Fig. I I ) and MQW devices (Fig. 12) are very close to the experiment
data, indicating the accurate modeling for the DC characteristics. Note that the regular device has
a larger llvband yields a larger offset current at VCE=OV,as compared to the MQW device.
In conclusions, the Mextram model is suitable for HPT modeling. The impact ionization can
get an extra gain in the optoelectronic conversion. The nkT base recombination current can
increase the HPT speed, and can be well-modeled in our proposed modified Mextram model.
[I]Z. Pei et. al. IEDM Tech. Dig. p.297-300, 2002.
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Fig. I.Cmu section of the SilSiCs Hm For
MQW devices. the MQW i s sandwiched
between base and colleclo~ For regular
dcviccr, there is no such MQWr.

Fig. 2. The equivalent circuit of HPT used in
SPICE. The photocurrent is modeled as the
two current sources Bt collector-baw and
sollectorsubstrate junction. They are
function of Vcs and Vx. respectively.
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Fig. 3. The impulse response ofaregutardcvice
Ths initial fall time i s due lo the deft and
diffusion of photepncrated holes. The tail is
due 10 the nkT recombination Thc imd IS the
wider impulse rerponw with o p n substrate.
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Fig. 1. The simulated collector current as a
function ofcallcctar-base bias m cmincr open
inodc with measured dam Ths linear
appmxilllalion has a good agrccinent with
mcasurcmcnl whsn the dcvicc i s opcratcd
k l a w the avalanche mulliplication

Fig. 8. Common ini in er oulpui charactemtics
far MQW dcvicc. The HPT dcviss was
measwsd with constant bass cumen1 (1.4511
A) and ulul optical illumination at 336,~W
(inbare
mode),
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Fig. 9. Common ~niitteroutput charactcnstlss
for regular dcvicc Thc device'mcasurcd
will, conitam bass currmt (0 I P A ) and with
optical illuminatmn at 305gW (in base open
madc)
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Fig. 11. The common ':milter
output
cllaracfcriitirr st various incident optical
powers in base opsn mode for the regular
device.
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Fig
12. The common eminer output
characleristics at various incident optical powers
in base open mode for the MQW dcvicc~

